I have noticed popup windows appearing that I have traced back to your 'service' and have attempted to uninstall according to the scant detail on your www.offeroptimizer.com web page. I do not recall reading in any of the agreements for the software I have installed recently that your adware would be installed. I have gone through and uninstalled each of the programs I have installed since I noticed your advertisements showing up on my computer and you still see an offeroptimizer window appearing in my task bar.

Having followed your instructions, and having followed the uninstall instructions for all my software, and still being unable to remove the ads from your 'service', please provide me with:

Complete instructions for removing your ads from my system, and,
A list of the companies that use your software so that I may properly identify the software I must uninstall.

Anticipating your cooperation

Miles R. MacFarlane
macfarlane@shaw.ca
Alan

From: StrictMaster4RT@aol.com
Sent: Friday, November 07, 2003 6:28 AM
To: adservices2003@yahoo.com
Cc: StrictMaster4RT@aol.com
Subject: OFFEROPTIMIZER.COM - Legal issue

To whom it may concern,

Before I need to contact my attorney, I wish to know what I need to do a search for, and REMOVE from my computer registry, in order to stop your UNAUTHORIZED Pop Ups from OFFEROPTIMIZER.COM

Thank You.

Registrant:
Services, Ad (HIGYALVHPD)
PO BOX 28909
LAS VEGAS, NV 89126
US

Domain Name: OFFEROPTIMIZER.COM

Administrative Contact:
Services, Ad (GMOQPQJCTEI) adservices2003@yahoo.com
PO BOX 28909
LAS VEGAS, NV 89126
US
888-674-9416 fax: 888-674-9416

Technical Contact:
Murray, A (LXOWWHwXQI) adservices2003@yahoo.com
PO BOX 28909
Las Vegas, NV 89126
US
702-464-4147

Record expires on 22-May-2009.
Record created on 22-May-2002.
Database last updated on 7-Nov-2003 05:40:44 EST.

Domain servers in listed order:

NS3.OFFEROPTIMIZER.COM 207.246.124.153
NS4.OFFEROPTIMIZER.COM 207.246.124.154

11/7/2005
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Subject: popups on my internet
From: "John Finnegan" <john@dixon-antiques.net>
Date: Tue, 18 Feb 2003 11:23:36 -0500
To: <adservices2003@yahoo.com>

You have somehow placed a popup on my windows xp. I can not find it in my
config. How do I delete it from my computer.

Thanks,

John

John Finnegan <john@dixon-antiques.net>
Dixon & Harris
Subject: offeroptimizer
From: "Timothy G Veder" <twelder@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, 19 Feb 2003 16:00:33 -0500
To: <adservices2003@yahoo.com>

How do I get your annoying little pop-up window from existing? How did it get into my computer in the first place?
Subject: Offer Optimizer removal
From: "A Delitala" <flyers1234@hotmail.com>
Date: Mon, 26 Jan 2004 23:59:20 -0500
To: adservices2003@yahoo.com

How can I remove your offeroptimizer software off of my computer? It is really getting irritating.

Protect your PC - Click here for McAfee.com VirusScan Online
Subject: stop advertising
From: Jim Bader <james_bader@yahoo.com>
Date: Wed, 4 Feb 2004 22:24:21 -0800 (PST)
To: adservices2003@yahoo.com

How do I get your crap off of my computer? Your website says to go get an ad blocker, but what you don't seem to realize is that you were the one who aggressively placed software on my computer. Tell me how to get rid of it.

Thank you
Jim

Do you Yahoo!
Yahoo! Finance: Get your refund fast by filing online.
http://taxes.yahoo.com/filing.html
Hi,

I have the google pop-up blocker and your pop-ups are the only ones that comes out!
How do I get rid of your pop-ups?
Where do they come from?

Thank you,

Nathan Hazout
nathan@nathanhazout.com
+1 310 804 0460

--

Wish you could also have your own nho@myself.com email address? Just contact me!
Vous aimeriez aussi avoir votre adresse nho@moi-meme.com ? Contactez-moi!

DR182104
CONFIDENTIAL